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Abstract: This paper describes a new technique for source-source transformation of
sequential programs. We show that the transformed programs so generated provide
significant speedups over the original program on vector-processors and vector-
multiprocessors..We exploit the parallelism that arises when multiple instances of a
program are executed on simultaneously available data sets. This is in contrast to the
existing approaches that aim. at detecting parallelism within a program. Analytic and
simulation models of our technique clearly indicate the speedups that could be
achieved when several data sets are available simultaneously, as is the case in many
fields of interest
Index terms: vector multiprocessors, program unification, multiple data sets, software
testing, urn model, order statistic, simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present and analyze a technique for source-to-source transformation of
sequential programs. We claim that the transformed programs so generated can be parallelized
more effectively by existing tools such as those reponed in [4,13,15,16]. As shown in Fig. 1, a
tool based on our technique will transform a source program for input to anyone of the above
cited parallelization tools or vectorizing compilers.
Several attempts have been made at discovering parallelism in a sequential program for
efficient scheduling of computations on vector-processors (e.g. Cray IS) and vector-
multiprocessors (e.g Cray X/lv'IP. Alliant FXJ8 and Cedar). All these machines fit a shared
memory paraUet processor model [29] consisting ofL homogeneous and autonomous processors
interconnected by a network. Each memory module is accessible by all the processors.
DO-loops within a program have been the major targets for parallelization. In [28J tech-
niques for processor assignment to parallel loops are described. Loop coalescing has been pro-
posed in [27,29J as a means to resO"Ucrore several types of nested loops to singly nested loops.
The same walk also presents simulation results that show the speedups obtained as a result of
parallelization when the number of processors is increased. The Doacross rechnique was inrro-





Figure 1. A Tool for Program Unification
Parallel P
1 2 4
Figure 2. An example of a program graph with four nodes
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on multiprocessors. In certain cases, this technique requires insenion of delays during successive
execution of loop iterations in order to introduce synchronization. Examples of loops requiring
synchronization, and different methods for achieving it, have been exemplified in [22,34].
In [6], it has been pointed out that certain programs perfonn poorly on a class of machines
when they contain:
1. Linear recurrences of order> 1.
2. IF-loops perfonning non-iterative computations.
3. Nonlinear recurrences.
4. DO-loops with exits.
5. Short inner loops that depend on outer loops.
The benchmarks that we present in section III show that the transformation technique developed
in this paper improves the performance of programs even when lhey contain statement sequences
of the kind cited above.
We note that the benchmarks reported in literature to illusttate the advantages of using the
program transformation tools cited above. have not presented any results on programs that
employ Monte Carlo simulation techniques. It is a well known fact that such programs perform
poorly on vector machines unless special care is taken [31]. Notable attempts have been made
however. to develop vector codes for Monte Carlo simulations [8.9]. Techniques described in [9]
alter the code structure in order to achieve vectorization. We are not aware of any tool that incor-
porates these techniques and performs an automatic transformation of the original Monte Carlo
code to a veclorizable Monte Carlo code.
The anempts made so far have concentrated on discovering parallelism within one execu-
tion of a program on given input data. We refer to such an approach as local optimization. On
the other hand, if a program P is to be executed over several simultaneously available input data
sets, the exploitation of parallelism which exists across multiple executions of P is what we call
global optimization. Global optimization may not be of much interest for parallel machines in
which individual processors are inherently sequential in nature and capable of operating on multi-
ple instruction streams [14]. The reason why global optimization may not be of much interest in
such machines is because instances of P can be scheduled on different processors that work
independently. On machines like the Alliant FXJ8 or the Cray X/MP, this approach is acceptable
if P vectorizes well and can therefore use the resources of a single processor efficiently. In gen-
eral. however. this is not true. As shown in section m. when P does not parallelize, multiple
instances of P can be combined together into another program P to improve parallelism. In this
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paper we refer to P as a unified program.
The n~d for simultaneous execution of P on several data sets arises often in a variety of
fields. As an example from software testing. there are several teclmiques that require a program to
be executed on many test data sets. Regression analysis [7] and muration based resting [1,20] are
two such teclmiques that are computationally intensive. Some experiments done with mutation
analysis based testing have shown that global optimization could prove to be of significant utility
in many cases. Another area that could benefit from global optimization is neural modeling. As
an example, computational models of the cochlea [3] are often exercised for several combinations
of parameter values which include parameters describing the properties of the external sound and
non-linear active parameters such as the damping funetiOIL These and many other areas serve as
the primary motivation for the development and investigation of the ~form.ationpresented in
this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents some
definitions and terminology for concepts and teffilS used in this paper. In section m the source-
to·source transformation technique, which relies on the global optimization referred to above. is
presented with examples. Our transformation produces a program whose dynamic behavior can
be analyzed using probability and simulation. An analysis is presented in sections IV and V.
Computational results showing the speedup produced by applying our transformation are
presented in section VI. We conclude in section VII.
II. DEFlNITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
We shall use P to denote the program to be transfoIDled using the technique described in
this paper. We assume that P is to be executed on N simultaneously available data sets denoted
by d 1• d 2 •. .. •dN • We refer to P ~ Pj. an instance of p. when it executes on data set dj . A
basic block is a sequence of consecutive statements in which the flow of control enters the first
statement and leaves the last statement wi£h.out the possibility of control leaving at any o£h.er
statement [2). Using this definition, P can be transformed [2) iruo a sequence of K basic blocks
denoted by B}o B 2 •.•.•Bx . We will frequently denote these simply as blocks 1.2.3•..... etc.•
through K. We assume that except for Bx• all basic blocks end wilh an assignment. an uncondi-
tional branch or a conditional branch. Further, a conditional branch at the end of a block Bj is
always of the form.: if c then gote label where c is a scalar logical variable evaluated within
block B j • and label is a statement label. We shall denote the label of the first statement of block
Bj as Sj.
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A. The Program Graph
A given program P operates deterministically on its input. Since we are interested in the
behaviour of a program on an arbitrary input. we require some means of defining P 's behaviour
nondetenninistically. For the class of programs that we are interested in studying (e.g., Fortran.
Pascal), it can b'ivially be shown [2] that a given program P with K blocks can be represented by
a graph with K nodes. Each node, except for the K th node, has outdegree at most two. The K th
node is a terminal node with outdegree zero.
Let Gp be a nondeterministic program graph corresponding to a program P. The graph Gp
is obtained by assigning probabilities to the arcs in the deterministic graph of P. As in similar
studies [29], we assume that these probabilities are obtained from user supplied expected branch·
ing frequencies, or eslimated from test data. An example of a program graph is shown in Fig. 2,
and an example of a nondeterministic program graph can be seen in Fig. 7(a). Define R", to be
the set of nodes that can be reached from node m by traversing only a single arc, for 1 ::; m 5: K.
For each m, 1 S m < K, the number of elements in R,., is at most two, and Rx =~. We use the
Greek letter ~ to denote a branching probability, with the convention that for a given m,
1 S m < K, the probabilities (l - ~j) and j3j are assigned to arcs (m, i) and (m, j), respectively,
where i = min {i,n, j = max {i,n, for Rm = {i, n. In case IRm 1= lor IRm 1= 0, no
confusion arises because the branching probability is either 1 or 0, respectively. Without loss of
generality, we assume that block K has outdegree zero, and there is at least one path from block I
to block K in the program graph.
The time to execute an entity (Le., a block or a program) x will be denoted by t(x). The
program obtained by transforming P using our teclmique, is denoted by P. The speedup obtained
by concunent execution of P over all the N data sets, against executing P serially over these






A block Bi in P gets transformed to block Bj in P. One execution ofBj corresponds to N
serial executions ofB i • We define the block speedup coejjicienl for blockB j , denoted by ai, as
reB,)
a; ,N = =-::,--,,=-,.,-(N' r(Bi ) (2.2)
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and note that ai, N is a typically a decreasing function of N. For vector-multiprocessors, it is a
well known fact that a; N < 1 for several typeS of blocks. We will usc aN to denote the value of
the block speedup coefficiern averaged over all program blocks of P .
Example: (Scalnr compurarion)
For a block in P • containing only one scalar computation x = y ,., sin(z), the a values as a
function ofN are plotted in Fig. 3. t For increasing N. a decrease in the value of ex implies that a
single execution of the transfonned block once is more efficient than an N-slep serial execution
of the original block.D
The overall speedup "( depends. amongst other factors. on the block speedup coefficients for
individual blocks ofP [17]. TIlls relationship is made more explicit in section IV.
ill. TIlE PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUE
We shall begin by elaborating the idea of global optimization. Suppose that a program P
with a flow graph as shown in Fig. 2, is to be executed on three data sets on a uniprocessor vector
machine. Further, supPJse that the paths followed by Pi, P2 and P 3 are as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Here. blocks which can be executed in parallel are enclosed within a box. Thus, if all three
instances of P are to be executed concurrently, block B 1 in each instance can be executed in
parallel, followed by block B2, and then block B3. At this point, P I needs to execute block B4
and the other two instances of P need to execute block B 2' Assuming that our block selection
algorithm selects block B 2 as the next one to be executed, P 2 and P 3 can execute this block in
parallel. Reasoning along these lines, we can work out the complete execution schedule. Fig. 4(b)
exhibits one such schedule.
To show that the above example illustrates a practically viable teclmique, the remainder of
this section is devoted to answering the following questions:
1. How can blocks of different program instances execute in parallel?
2. What mechanisms are needed to manage multiple paths that can arise, as in Fig. 4(a),
during the execution of different program instances?
3. What speedup, if any. can be obtained as a result of concurrent execution ofmultiple
instances of P as shown in Fig. 4(a)?
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Figure 4(a). Multiple paths in P
BLOCK BEING EXECUTED (n) 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 4
Program instances 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 2,3 2,3 3 3 1,2,3
executing the block (n)
Program instances none none none 1 1 1,2 1,2 none
waiting for CPU
Figure 4(b). Concurrent execution multiple instance of P
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A. Transforming basic blocks
As mentioned earlier. each basic block consists of a sequence of zero or more assignments
followed by at most one conditional or an Wlconditional branch. With this in view, a simple
algorithm shown in Fig. 5, named TRANSFORM, can be used to transfonn all the program
blocks. Steps 1 and 4 of TRANSFORM are to be executed only once for a given P. while the
remaining steps are to be executed once for each block. TRANSFORM performs a source
transformation on P to generate a new source program denoted by f.
AIgoriJhm TRANSFORM
1. For each ~ariable of dimension D in p. introduce a variable of the same type and of dimension
CD + l)inP.
2. Each assigrunent of the Conn v = e. in P gets replaced by
DOi=l.N
if (PV(i» v(i) = e'(i)
ENDDO
The loop variable i is assumed to be a variable not in P. PV is an N elemenJ.logical vector. In
the above IrllnSfonmwon., e.' has been obtained from expression e using the following rules:
(a) Constanls, function and procedure :n:Cerence.s remain unchmged.
(b) A variable referred to as 'l Ul. h ' .... j/) is :replaced by ~Ul. h ..... if , i). For I = 0,
!his implies that a scalar reference transforms to a veclOr reference wilh j as the subscript.
3. An unconditional branch at the end of a basic block remains unchanged. In case a block ends \Vilh
a conditional branch, il is replaced by Ihe following call: call OUJS1ep (cond, tblock,jblock. nblock)
followed by a branch to a sequence of stalements beginning with Ihe sr.atemenl.labeJed IC.
4. For each block j, to which lhere is a branch from itself or some other block, add the following
conditional branch: if (nblock = j) goto 5J. The firsl of these branches should be labeled IC.
Figure 5: Algorithm to transfonn P to P
Step I of TRANSFORM merges the data areas of all instances of P into one data area in IS. Step 2
transforms the assignment statements in a basic block to make the parallel execution of state-
ments across multiple instances of P possible. The transfOImed statement is guarded by the par-
tition vector, which we denote by PV. The i 'h element of this N element partition vector is true
if Pi is executing the block comaining the guarded statement. After the execution of each basic
block, a decision regarding the next block to be executed is needed. A call to routine oUlSlep is
intended for this purpose. More details of this routine appear in section llI-B. The last step of




As mentioned earlier, nonlinear recurrences are generally difficult to handle by existing
tools. In this example we consider the non-linear recurrence:
Xl = I
xz=3
Xi = axl.1 + bX;_1 * Xj_Z' i > 2
(3.1)
Fig. 6 shows how this recurrence can be transformed using TRANSFORM, and executed con-
currently on N different input data sets each consisting of a set of values of M • a and b. The
transformed recurrence was executed on the Alliant FXI8 and its timings compared with the total
time to execute the original recurrence for all the N data sets. The resulting speedups are plotted
in Figure 6(d) for varying N. As shown in this figure, we obtain significant speedup for N > 10.












~ Block 1 ends here."/
Q: if(i > M) gotoR
~ Block 2 ends here '"





1* Block 3 ends here */
R:·· .
Figure 6(b): Original recurrence with basic blocks idenWied
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'* Find inslJlJlCeS ofP thai. have compleled execution. *'
P:DOj = IJV
if (pv(j» cond{j) = i (j) > m (j)
~ddo
~ Select next block to be execuled. *'
call outstep (cond,4 .3.nexlbl)
gotoS
/* NexL iteration ofrecU1I'O'Ice for active instancc.s. */
T: DOj=lN
if (pv(j» then







s: if (nexlbl = 3) gOlD T
R:···
Figure 6(c): Tnmsfonned recurrence
The simple example given above indicates the effectiveness of our transformation technique. The
same transformation applied on another type of computation results in the speedup curve shown
in Fig. 6(0).
B. Managing Multiple Paths
As sho\VIl in Fig. 4(a), when the execution of P begins, all instances of P start out by
executing block B I· When the first conditional branch is executed, some of these instances could
take one path and the others a different path. On a vector-uniprocessor, only one of these paths
could be followed. Program instances that do not follow the selected path, need to wait This is
also true for a vector-multiprocessor if all processors are constrnined to execute the same
inslrUction.
Thus, an assignment S in P may not be on the path of one or more instances of P • To
insure that the assignment indicated by S is not performed even though the expression on the
right side of the assignment may be evaluated, we introduce an N element logical vector termed
the partition vector and denoted by PV. If the i'h instance of P is awaiting execution, or has
terminated, PV(i) is false, and otherwise PV(i) is true. The assignment S is guarded by the
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Number of data sets N
Speedup for dependent inner loop
Fig. 6(e)
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All path management related tasks are performed by the autstep routine. These tasks are:
(1) maintaining a queue of instances of P for each of the K blocks. (2) determining the next
block to be executed just after a block has been executed. and (3) updating PV once a block has
been selected for execution. The next example illustrates all these tasks when P has a structure as
indicated by the flow graph in Fig. 2.
Example: (Execution sequence)
One execution sequence for the flow graph of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4(b). Just before block
B 1 is executed, PV is set to [true I true. true]. All instances of P move from B 1 to B 2 executing
all the intervening statements in parallel. After the execution of block B2. we assume that cond =
[true, true, true]. At this point outstep is invoked. The procedure outstep begins by updating the
queue of waiting instances for each of the four blocks. After this update, the queues for the four
blocks are: 8 1= empty, 8 2 = empty, 8 3 = PI, P2, P3• and 8 4 = empty.
oUlStep now determines the next block to be executed. It uses one of several block selection
policies to perform this selection. Four of these policies are described in section IV. For this
example, we assume that out of all the non·empty queues, outstep selects the one with the least
index. TIIis leads 10 the selection of 8 3 as the next block for execution. This selection
corresponds to the complete first policy.
Having selected B 3 for execution, outslep resets its queue to empty and sets the partition
vector to be [true, true, true]. Now the execution of P begins from block 8 3. After the
execution of 8 3• we have conti = [fa.lse, true, true]. Once again, outstep updates the block
queues, selects the next block for execution and updates PV to [true, true, false]. This time
block B 2 is selected for execution. Thus, only two of the three instances of P execute this block,
and P 3 waits its tum at block B 4. This process continues until an instances of P arrive at block
8 4• At this point oUlStep selects B 4 for execution, and this block is executed in parallel by all the
instances ofP . The execution ofP terminates at this point.D
At the end of each block that ends in a conditional branch, a call is placed to the oUlstep
routine. It is passed three input parameters: cond, tblock a.nd fblock, where cond is the condition
vector evaluated at the end of the block, tblock is the block to be executed by imtances for which
the condition evaluated to true and fblock to be executed by instances for which the condition
evaluated to false. Using the steps described above, outstep determines the next block to be
executed and returns this infonnation as the value of the output parameter nextbl. This
infonnation is then used by Ii to resume execution from the block indicated by nextbl.
- 10-
IV. A Model for Unified Program Behaviour
In this section we present a class of urn models for studying the behaviour of a unified pro-
gram on a vector processor. Our goal is to demonstrate, via a model, that executing the unified
program P on a vector processor yields significant speedup in comparison to a serial execution
of program instances PI through PNo A preliminary analysis based on Markov chains was
presented in [24]. However. an exact analysis was feasible only for small values of N (number of
insmnces) and K (number of program blocks), typically N < 10 and K < 10. due to an exponen·
tially growing state space. In this section we develop exact probability models that allow for large
values ofN and K with little to modest computational effort.
We begin with an intuitive discussion of why speedup is possible through program
unification. Following this. we introduce an urn model description of program execution on a
vector uniprocessor. based on nondeterministic program graphs (see section IT). Using various
program graphs. expected block speedup is obtained either explicitly or computationally as a
function ofN and K.
A. Block Speedup via Program Unificazion
Given a program P and its nondeterministic graph Gp , we are interested in determining pre-
cisely how much is to be gained by merging and executing the N instances P 10 P 2, •.•, PN of P
concurrently. While each instance Pj in the unified program P makes block transitions according
to Gp • the execution paths of Pi and Pj will. in general. be different for i * j. 1 .:s;; i. j .:s;; N.
However, it will frequently be the case that one or more subsets of the set of instances PI, ...• PN
will require to execute the same block at each execution step. The speedup gain in concurrent
program execution is thus directly proportional to the number ofprogram instances converging to
execute the same block of the original program P .
Let tj 55 t (Bj) denote the time taken by a vector uniprocessor 10 execute block j in the ori-
ginal program P . During execution. P will exhibit maximum processor utilization (and minimum
processor wastage due to masking) when all N program instances require to execute the same
block simultaneously. For N greater than some threshold integer 11, it takes less time to execute
the same block. say block j. in P than it takes to execute block j serially for all N program
instances, i.e. N tj' The reason for this is a decrease in execution time for each block ofP, which
is a consequence of vecmrizatioIL
Assume that when P executes, it visits block) an average of mj times prior 10 termination,
K
IS) S K. The time required to execute P on a single data set is thus l(P)= 1: mjtj. Assume
j~l
now that when P executes. it visits block) an average of nj times prior to termination. The time
_ K









Figure 7(a). Nondeterministic program graph for K = 6.
Figure 7(b). A simple program graph.
1- ~K-I
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speedup coefficient (defined in section 1I) that rcsullS from execuling N identical blocks simul-
taneously. Comparing the time to execute P on N data sets serially with the time to execute P,




In the unified program P, a given block j is visited as often as is required by the program
instance Pi which requires to execute this block the most, l:=;i '5:.N. It follows that for each block







If we make the simplifying asswnption that aj,N = C1.N is independent of the particular





and this gives the maximum speedup attainable by P. On the other hand, the minimum speedup
attainable depends on mj and njl for 1 $ j S N. To make this explicit, assume that block execu-






which indicates that mj and nj play a major role in attainable speedup. Simplifying to an
extreme. assume that mj = m and nj = m for each j. 1 s: j ;5:; N. It follows that speedup is
directly proportional to --..!E.....-.. implying that speedup is poor when m < n C1.N. This key point
na"
led to the development of algorithm TRANSFORM, which attempts to (1) minimize rf.N by unify.
ing a large number N of programs. and (2) minimize n (or nj) by scheduling the execution of
blocks in i in an efficient manner, using the form ofGp to guide this schedule.
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B. Urn Modelfor Execution ofP on a Vector Uniprocessor
Assume that we have a set of K urns (say, arranged in increasing order of urn index)
representing !.he K blocks of P. Initially we place a ball in urn 1 and leave it in this urn for a
period of length fl_ At the end of this time we pick up the ball from urn 1 and toss it into some
urn whose index is in Rio while consulting the graph Gp in order to determine the probabilities
associated with this toss. We proceed in this way, allowing the ball to remain in each urn j that it
falls into for a period ti' before making another toss. When the ball finally reaches urn K. we
allow it to remain there for a period lK and then terminate the procedure.
The above pick and toss procedure is actually a model for the execution of P. We take tj to
be the execution time of block j. 1 s: j S" K. The time taken from the first toss of the ball into
urn 1 until we terminate the tossing procedure is the execution time for program P. For an arbi-
trary graph Gp with one initial and one terminal node, the execution time ofP can be shown to
be a phase type random variable, i.e., the time to absorption in a finite MarkoY chain. For a large
class of graphs, we can obtain the mean, variance, and indeed even the distribution of this random
variable. However, as shown in [24], this is feasible only for small values ofN and K.
Example: (The Execution Time ofP)
Consider the graph shown in Figure 7(a). Define Tj to be the random time taken by the ball
from its first visit to urn j until the termination of the procedure (i.e., it gets to urn K and remains
there for a time tK) for 1 .::;: j S K. Let X (~i) be a geometric random variabJe with parameter ~i'
1 Sj SK. Thatis,
Pr[X(~j)=i] =MI- ~j)'-l
Merely by examining the graph, we see that
















with probabiiity 1 - 132 (4.7)
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as the execution time random variable for P. An application of essentially the same algorithm.
yields the ave~ge execution time ofP as
E[TJl= ~: +(tz+I')+Ilz',+( l-Ilz){ ~: + ~}
With a little labour. it can be shown that for arbitrary integers m, fI, j such lhat m ;:: 1, n
j ;?; 1. the distribution of P 's execution time is given by
{
p, p, (1 - P,Y-'
Pr [T I = C1= P. P, P, (1 _ PIY-' (1 _ p,r' (l _ P,)--'
for the specified fOIms of execution lime c . 0
~ 1,
C. Urn Modelfor Execution ofIf on a Vector Uniprocessor
We would like to investigate the behaviour of Ii obtained by merging the N instances P 1.
P 2. ... ,PN of P. Generalizing the urn model outlined above. we now work with N identical
balls instead of one. InitiallyI all N balls are placed in wn 1 and they remain there for a period til
representing the parallel execution of the first block in all N programs. At the end of this period
all N balls are tossed (again, after consulting Gp ) inoo urns whose indices must be in R t • The
word toss is taken to mean that all the balls residing in the urn selected for the toss are thrown
into target urns simultaneously. As before. our goal is 10 move all N balls into urn K as fast as
possible and then terminate the procedure. Unlike the case of a single ball, we see that we will
soon reach a stage where the N balls fall into different urns. The question of which urn 10 select
balls from (Le.• which block to execute) for the next toss now naturally arises.
In [24] the authors inooduced four block selection policies and studied these via Markov
chain methods. obtaining computational solutions for all policies. While the computational solu-
tions clearly demonstrated the speedup given by p. the Markovian construction led to matrices of
high order. making it difficult to detennine the best block selection policy. In contrast. our focus
is now on (1) obtaining explicit or computational solutions that will enable us to study the
behaviour of the unified program Ii for large values of N and K. and (2) determining an optimal
block selection policy.
The block selection policies that we choose to consider (from among a host ofpolicies) are:
1. The Complete First Policy (select the nonempty urn with smallest index)
- 14 -
2. The Move Forward Policy (select the nonempty urn wilh largest index)
4. The Majority Rule Policy (select a nonempty urn with most balls), and
4. The Random QlOice Policy (select a nonempty urn randomly)
It is imIXlrtant to note that a unifonn feature in all policies is that block K is executed only
once, and executed simultaneously by all N program instances. This ~eans that program
instances which reach block K ahead of others are required to wait until all program instances
arrive at block K in their execution sequences. Finally, a single execution of block. K terminates
the execution ofP.
V. The Effects orBlock Selection Policy
In this section we focus our interest on the behaviour of the different block selection poli-
cies. and on obtaining an optimal policy. Consider the simple program graph shown in Figure
7(b). We use this graph to demonstrate just how different results can be when different block
selection policies are used. In particular, we compare the speedup given by P over the serial exe-
cution ofp]. P 2 •...• PN via the Complete First and the Move Forward policies.
A. Overhead Due To Block Selection Policy
While executing the unified program p. selecting one of a number of candidate blocks for
execution on a vector uniprocessor usually involves some computational overhead. It is clear that
such overhead depends on both N and K. Henceforth we denote the overhead due to block selec-
tion policy as B(N, K). This overhead needs to be reckoned with in estimates of program
speedup since unified program behaviour will be poor if oeN, K) is high relative to block execu-
tion times.
B. Seria/Execution o/P I • P z ,·.· ,PN
We only need to work with one program (ball) since all programs are identical. Let T 1 be
the time taken since a ball is first placed in urn 1 until the termination of the procedure. It is clear
(see Fig. 7(b» that
K-l
T, = tK + :E
j=l
(5.1)
where X (~j) is a geometric random variable, with distributional form specified in (4.5). Note that
the inner sum in (5.1) represents the sum of a (geometrically distributed) random number of
values of tj. This represents the number of times program control returns to the same block
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during program execution, before moving on to the next block. From (5.]) it can be seen that T I
is a translated binomial random variable. If we use Ep to denme the average execution time of
any Pj I 1 ~ j s N I it follows that
and
K-l tj





C. Execution ofP Under MOlle ForwardPolicy
Consider how the Move Forward policy would behave if we began with N balls in urn 1
(see Fig. 7(b» After j ~ 1 tosses of all N balls. we would eventually arrive at a situation in which
some balls fall into urn 1 and some fall into urn 2. Suppose, for a moment, that after the ph toss,
r balls from urn 1 fall into urn 2, and (N - r) balls remain in urn 1. The Move Forward policy
requires that from this point on we ignore urn 1 and work with urn 2 (the largest index nonempty
urn). The time to complete the procedure can thus be recursively split into two components,
namely, the time to move r balls from urn 2 to urn K. plus the time to move (N - r) balls from
urn 1 toumK.
Let L (n ,m) denote the average time required from the time N balls fall into urn m until
they reach urn K. 1 $ n $ N, 1 $ m ::; K -1. When balls reach urn K. they remain there until
the number of balls in urn K reaches the total value N. When this happens. the balls are allowed
to remain in urn K for a period tK (representing the execution of block. K) and then the pro-
cedure terminates. Let Am (r, n) be the event that, starting with n balls in urn m. r balls move to
urn m + 1 on any given toss. We are interested in the first toss in which urn m+1 becomes
nonempty, since this triggers tosses from urn m+l. Let t~ = N am N t
m
+ B(N, k) be the time
taken to process the balls while in urn m, taking into account the overhead due to the block selec-
tion policy.
The above reasoning yields the recurrence
"L(n,m)= L Pr[Am(r,n)]{t~+L(n-r,m)+L(r,m+I)} (5.4)
,.0
and with some simplification, for n > I, the equivalent recurrence
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,
L(n,m)=tm' + :E Pr[Am(r,n)){L(n-r,m)+L(r,m+I)}
r=O
(5.5)
since Am (7. n) describes the event that r balls out of n are chosen on a given toss, from urn m.
Forn = 1,weuse
t '
L(n, m) = ~: + L(n, m+I)
For practical pwposes, we begin the computation by setting the boundary conditions
(5.6)
L(n, K) = ,;
L(n,K)=O





and then iterate, starting at L(n. K -1) and moving downwards to L(n I 1). For each value of m.
1 ~ m s: K -1. we compute Len. m), staning at L (1, m) and moving downwards to Len. m),
since these values will be required in successive iterations. In this way. the algorithm moves from
the last colwnn of a N x K matrix to the first column of the matrix, from where we obtain the
execution time L(N, 1) for the Move Forward policy. Let EpCMF) =L(N. 1) denote the
expected running time ofP under the Move Forward policy.
D. Execution ofP Under Complete First Policy
In using the Complete First policy, the processor continues to alternate between executions
and tosses of balls in urn 1 (referring to Fig. 7(b», moving program control to block 2 only when
all N balls are in urn 2. Since the number of tosses required to move any ball from urn 1 to urn 2
is a variable which is independently geometric with parameter Ph the number of tosses required
to empty out urn 1 is precisely the maximum of N independent and identically distributed
geometric random variables.
Let Y CN, 131) be the number of [asses required to move N balls from urn 1 10 urn 2. The
number of tosses required by any particular ball, say ball i, to get into urn 2 is a geometric ran-
dom variable Xj C13I), for 1 ::; i ::; N. Consequently, it follows that
- 17-
(5.8)
is the maximum order statistic from the geometric distribution. It turns out that the distribution
oithis order statistic, or indeed even anyone of its moments, is not trivially obtainable in explicit
fonn. Fortunately, being interested only in the mean of the statistic, we can develop a recurrence
for this. In [30] it is shown that the asymptotic form of this order statistic is dominated by logvN ,
where v = I/(l-Pm). which suggests that the Complete First policy is the most efficient for the
class of graphs Gp in which urn m is active for time yeN I ~m) and inactive ever after. This is
discussed further in the next subsection.
Let M (n, m) denote the average number of tosses required to move n balls from urn m to
urn K and then leIminate, given that urn m is lhe least index nonempty um Clearly, the Com-
plete First policy will begin to work with urn m and will nOI relinquish control to urn m+1 Wltil
urn m is empty. The number of tosses required to empty out urn m, given there are n balls in urn
m initially, is precisely E[Y(n, ~m)]. Borrowing from the idea used to develop a recurrence for
the Move Forward policy, we see that
"M(n.m)='m' + L Pr [Am (r, n)] M(n -r,m) + M(n,m+l)[l-(l-~m)"l
,"0
'm' + i [~] ~~(l-~mr' M(n -r,m)
r = 1
= + M(n.m+l) (5.9)
1 - (1 - ~m)"
for each m, 1 S; m S K-l, with M(n, K) = tK'. When computing the recurrence, we require to
set M (0, m) = 0, for 1 S; m S K. The average time required to teIminate the procedure, given
that we start by placing N balls in urn m, 1 S m S K - 1 is given by
M(n, m) = E[nn, ~m)J + M(n, m+l)





units of time. Let Ep(CF) = M (N, 1) denote the execution time of P under the Complete First
policy.
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E. On establishing an Optimal Policy
As can be seen from the preceding discussion, obtaining analytic estimates of speedup for
the graphs Gp in our examples is possible at the expense of little to modest computation. How·
ever, given an arbitrary graph Gp • obtaining an estimate of speedup analytically for an arbitrary
block. selection policy, is a nontrivial task. In this subsection, we use straightforward reasoning to
show that for a large class of graphs Gp • the Complete First block selection policy is optimal.
Let Gp be a stochastic graph with set of nodes S = {I. 2 •... •K}. Corresponding to each
stochastic graph Gp there exists a unique probability transition matrix P[Gp ]. Entry (i J) of this
matrix takes on a probability equal to that assigned to the arc of Gp going from node i to node j •
1 S i. j S K. If no such arc exists. the (i ,j) entty is zero. Define a stochastic graph Gp to be
nonregressive if the condition i S j Tt j e R j is satisfied for each node i belonging to S. A
graph is defined to be regressive if it is not nonregressive. The graphs shown in Figures 7(a) and
7(b) are clearly nonregressive. In Figure 7(c) is shown a regressive graph that we will use in the
next section.
Lemma 1
Gp is a nonregressive stochastic graph if and only if P[GpJ is an upper triangular stochastic
matrix.
Proof: IfGp is nonregressive, then j 2: i V j e Rj • i E S. Consequently, any entry in P[Gp ]
with j < i will be zero, and P [GpJ will be upper triangular. IfGp is stochastic, then the proba-
bilities on the outgoing arcs of any node must sum 10 one. Thus the rows in P[Gp ] must sum to
one. Conversely, if P[Gp ] is upper triangular and stochastic, the reverse argument guarantees
that Gp is nonregressive and stochastic.
o
In the following discussion, our goal is to show that for the class of nonregressive graphs
Gp' the Complete First policy is opLimal. We do this by first showing the statement to be true for
any pair of connected nodes in Gp , and next applying this step inductively to the entire graph.
Another way to look at this is as follows. When N = 1, the matrix P [GpJ is precisely the transi.
tion probability matrix of a Markov chain. Given that the chain starts in state 1 (Le., urn I), the
number of block executions required by P in order to terminate is the time to absorption (i.e.,
number of transitions before state K is reached) in this Markov chain. Lemma 1 tells us that this
probability transition matrix is upper triangular.
In the case ofP, the Markov chain generalizes [24] to one in which each state describes the
contents of the K urns. The starting state is given by the single state in which urn 1 has N balls.
and the state just prior to tennination is the state in which urn K has N balls. With a little labour,
1 -~,
Figure 7(c). A regressive graph.
1-!l3
1-!l, l-~,
Figure 7(d). A nonregressive graph
7
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it can be shown that no maneT what block selection policy is used, the transition probability
matrix for the Markov chain describing the behaviour of f is always an upper triangular matrix.
provided Gp is upper triangular. Further, among the different chains defined by the different
block selection policies, the chain given by the Complete First policy is the one whose average
number of required block executions, prior to termination, is a minimum. We now prove this
without resorting 10 Markov chains.
Lemma 2
Let Gp be a nonregressive graph with a set ofnodes S = {I, 2 , ... ,K}. For any j e S, let
T(m I j) denote the number of tosses required to empty out urn j , given that we begin by placing




Pi < 1, j e Rj
Pi < I, j e Rj
(5.12)
where Y(m, Pj) = max{X '(Pj) •... ,Xm(Pj)}. Additionally T(m, j) is the minimum number of
tosses required.
Proof: If Pi = I, then all N balls move from urn j into some urn k, in one toss. Since Gp is
nonregressive and ~j = 1, Lemma 1 says that the single entry in row 1 must be in some column
k I k > i. Thus urn j is emptied forever. If Pj < 1 and j e Sj I then all N balls move into a set
ofums Rj = {k I , k2}. By Lemma I, k 1 > j, and k2 > j, with k i :#. k2. Again, this is done in one
toss, and urn j is emptied forever.
If ~j < 1 and j E Rj , then tossed balls may repeatedly fall back into urn j. The number of
tosses required to move anyone ball from urn j into some urn k, k E Rj , is a geomeuic random
variable with parameter ~j, i.e., X(~j). The minimum number of tosses required to empty out
umj is thus Y(m, ~j), the maximum ofm Li.d. geomeuic random variables.
o
For nomegressive graphs, it is easy to see that it is best to empty out the nonempty urns in a
systematic manner proceeding from the left. The Majority Rule policy tends to disuibute balls
between ums instead of emptying out urns. The Random Choice policy tends to behave like the
latter, but exhibits superior behaviour for nonregressive gnlphs simply because it sometimes
works with the leftmost urn instead of the heaviest urn (Le., one with most balls). The Move For-
ward policy is the worst (as can be seen from our example) for such graphs. because it tends to
- 20-
move individual balls or subsets of balls towards completion, instead of attempting to move all m
balls together. We next prove that for this class of graphs. the Complete First policy is the best
among all block selection policies.
THEOREM
Let Gp be a nomegressive graph with a set of nodes S = {It 2 , ... ,K}. Given an arbi-
,
rrary initial configuration <n I' 112 •... ,11k.> of balls in the K urns, with :E nj = N. the Com-
jc!
plete First block selection policy is optimal for Gp •
Proof: We proceed by doing induction on the number of ums K. For K = k. let Mk. be the
numoor of tosses required to terminate the procedure. given that initially there were llj balls in
urn j. for 1 ::;; j :s:;: k. The theorem is trivially true for k = 1, since all n1 balls exit from urn 1 in
one execution step. For k = 2, let <!lIt 112> denote the initial configuration By Lemma 2, the
minimum number of tosses required to terminate the procedure is
M,=T(n,.l)+ 1 (5.13)
where Ten 10 1) [see (5.12)] is the minimum number of tosses required 10 empty out urn I, given
that initially n 1 balls are in urn 1. But M 2 is precisely the number of tosses required by the Com-
plete First policy to terminate the procedure.
Induction Hypothesis: The statement of the theorem is true for k = m ~ 3.
Claim: The statement of the theorem is true for k = m + 1.
Let <n\l"2 •... ,nm+l> be an arbitrary inilia! configuration of N balls in (m + 1) urns.
According to Lemma 2, the minimum number of tosses required to move n 1 balls from urn 1 into
some allier set afums. thus emptying out urn 1 forever, is given by T(n1. 1) and this is achieved
by the Complete First policy. Any other policy would require a1 least Ten I, 1) tosses.
After T(n1. 1) tosses. the new configuration of balls would be <n;. ni ,n; , ... ,n;+l >,
where n; = O. Hence we essentially obtain, within an optimal number of tosses. a new
configuration <ni. n; ,... .n;+l> of N balls in murns. An immediate application of the
induction hypothesis yields the theorem.
o
It is fairly straightforward to develop an algorithm that computes the exact average execu-
tion time for the move forward policy, given an arbitrary nonregressive graph. Unfortunately, the
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algorithm can be computationally demanding if the graph contains many nodes j • j E S. satisfy-
ing IRj I = 2. j E R j • These nodes contribute to a large increase in the number of execution
sequences. This is best demonstrated with the aid of an example.
Example: (Execution time for a nonregressive graph)
Consider the nonregressive graph shown in Figure 7(d). Let Tj(n) denote the amount of
time required to empty out urn j I given that it initially contains n balls. Observe that urns 1 and
5 require only a single execution step and this step is independent of the number of balls in these
urns when they execute. Urn 7 requires a single execution step, and it does not execute until it
contains N balls. Urns 2. 3, 4 and 6 execute a random number of times where this random
number is the maximum order statistic from a geometric distribution. Thus we obtain
N








for 1 .s: k S" K. A simple algoriUun to obtain an approximate value ofMeN, I), and one which is
asymptotically exact, is easy to obtain. lbis algoritlun worlcs well for sufficiently large N, say
N > 20. It is based on the execution time of each urn given the average number of balls in an
um For an arbitrary nonregressive graph Gp' define a node to be one of three types, Le., j E S
implies that j belongs to one of the sets A, B, or C where
(5.16)
At any stage during the execution of the Complete First algorilhm, if urn k executes (i.e.,
we toss from urn k), then we agree that out of r balls initially in urn k, L ~krJ balls go to urn i
and r -L ~krJ balls go to urn j, for R,l: = {i,j}, k E Ct. Asymptotically, this is the exact
- 22-
average dispersion of balls into urns i and j. In order to compute the average execution time of
the Complete First policy for a given Gp I we must determine the average amount of time spent by
the procedure with each urn. If the node in Gp corresponding to the urn in execution lies in set A
or B. then all the balls in this urn eventually move into a single target urn. However, if the node
lies in the set C, then we need to account for the average number of balls that move into each of
the two target UIllS. We do tllls recursively in the following algorithm. Define a set U to be a set
of two-tuples of the fonn {m I nrn }. where m is the index of some urn, and nm is the average
number of balls present in the urn. Begiruting with the execution of urn I, we execute urns in












i ~ min {rlr e Rd;
C ~ C\ {{k, nl}l{k, nd e C}:
CaseA: T ~ ll' + T(i, n);
CaseB: T ~ E[Y(n,lJl)]l. + Tei, n);
CaseC: begin.
j ~ mllX {r Jr e Rk } i
n, ~ l "nJ ;
n ~ n -n};
C ~ C u U, n]};




Figure 8: Algorithm for computing E(i(CF)
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VI_ ANALYTIC AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present graphical results for speedup based on the analysis given in the
preceding sections. In all cases, we fmd that the transformation technique yields significant
speedup over serial program execution, for a wide class of program graphs. Cearly, using arbi-
trary program graphs makes for difficult interpretation problems. since an infinite number of dif-
ferent program graphs can exhibit the same average execution time behaviour. This problem is
equivalent 10 the problem of characterizing absorption times in finite state Markov chains and, in
general. is not a well understood problem.
For ease of our own understanding of the average behaviour of TRANSFORM for a given
block selection policy, we restrict ourselves to examining certain kinds of program graphs, i.e.•
graphs that possess a certain stroCD.1re. TItis enables us to (1) obtain analytic results, (2) establish
proofs of optimality, and (3) interpret our computational results in terms of the given graph struc-
ture. Additionally, we develop simulation models of the urn and ball tossing procedure to help us
study arbitrary program graphs. or understand block scheduling policies that are otherwise
difficult to analyze.
The following results all depend on the function shown in Fig. 9 which relates fJ.N to N.
TIlis function was obtained by making block speedup measurements on the Alliant FXl8 over
various block typeS. and lhen averaging. The continuous line connecting the ex values is a spline
interpolation, and for the most pan is a strictly decreasing function of N . However, for values of
N close to 500. the spline falls steeply. As we shall point out later, this artifact results in speedup
graphs that tend to climb rapidly for N close to 500.
In Figs. lO(a) and lOCb) we display analytic results for the Complete First and Move For-
ward policies, respectively. These were obtained with the aid of equations (5.3), (5.7) and (5.11),
using the graph structure shown in Fig. Th, with K = 1000. The values of ~j. 1 :s;; j :s;; K. were
selected randomly (i.e.• uniformly) from specified intervals. ensuring that these were probabili-
ties. Fig. lO(a) demonstrates that Ef(CF) can be very small, thereby yielding tremendous
speedup. Additionally. we see that speedup is a decreasing function of ~. As P tends to iterate
more within a block before moving on to the next block, speedup deteriorates due to increasing
path conflict between program instances. It is instructive to observe that for this simple structure,
the Move Forward policy exhibits negative speedups. The reason for this is the tendency of the
Move forward policy to run the fastest instances (i.e., instances that require to execute blocks
closest to block K) to completion before executing others, thereby increasing total execution
time. It should be clear that for such graphs, Ep(CF) < Ep(MF) for all choices of p.
In Figs. lO(c) and lO(d) we use the analytic results to validate the simulation model This is
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structure. In each case we see that the simulation model closely agrees with the analytic model.
In all our simulation experimenlS, we obtain 99% confidence intervals with relative precision
~ = 0.05. using a students' t-distribution. The relative precision is an upper bound on the ratio of
the half-width of the confidence interval at a point 10 the value of the estimate at that point The
value of ~ that we use ensures a tight confidence interval. A separate validation of the simulation
model using the Markov chain based analytic model can be found in [24].
In Fig. 11 we compare the behaviour of P for all four policies, using the program graph
shown in Fig. 7(d). The curve for the Complete First policy is obtained analytically (see (5.14»,
while the rest are obtained through simulation. Once again we see that the Complete First policy
outperforms the others. while the Move Forward policy performs poorly. The jump in speedup
for N close to 500 is a consequence of an artifact in the spline interpolation (see Fig. 9), as indi-
cated earlier. As discussed prior to the Theorem in section V, the random choice policy outper-
fOImS the majority rule policy by being more flexible in its choice of urn selectiOIL For such
(nonregressive) graphs, this flexibility results in a behaviour that is closer to the behaviour of the
(optimal) Complete First policy.
In Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) we conduct a different kind of experiment, using only simulation,
to show that the Complete First policy is not optimal for regressive graphs. For this we use the
graph shown in Fig.. 7(c). Fig 12(a) shows that the Complete first can be very poor, while the
Majority Rule and Random Choice policies can do well when programs have large backward
loops. Establishing any kind of optimality here is not a trivial problem. Consider the situation in
Fig. 12(b), where we change Pi to 0.999, for all j. Intuitively, we would expect this graph to
exhibit behaviour close to a nonregressive graph, since backward jumps now occur only with a
small probability. Interestingly enough, all four policies appear to do well in this case, with Com-
plete first and Move FOlWard exhibiting identical behaviour. Such graphs deserve a more detailed
analytic investigation, and this we plan to do in our future work.
In Figs 13(a) and 13(b) we display simulation results, examining the behaviour of the Com-
plete First and Random Choice policies when up to eight vector processors are available. We use
the program graph in Fig. 7(b) with K = 50, and each Pi chosen chosen randomly from the inter-
val (0.75,0.85). In both cases we observe that the addition of processors cause an increase in
speedup, but only up to a point Fig. 13(a) displays this fact clearly, showing only a small differ-
ence between speedups with four and eight processors, respectively.
In order to understand the effect of vector multiprocessors on P, we use the analytic model
for the Complete First policy (see Fig. 14), with the program graph in Fig. 7(b), and each Pi
chosen Iandomly in the interval (0.85,0.95). Ifm processors are available, then the N instances of
P can be equally disttibuted (assuming that N is a multiple ofm) between the processors. IfN is
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after the first balch have completed. However, the dominating ponion of p's execution time is
due to the l N ImJ instances distributed among the m processors. Fig. 14 displays these speedups
for one, two, four and eight processors. In each case, there is always a threshold number of pro-
gram instances beyond which a system with a greater nwnber of processors will outperform one
with a fewer processors. A system with fewer processors will reach its asymptotic speedup value
before one with more processors.
VIT. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have demonstrated how program unification could prove to be a very useful
technique for improving vectorization and parallelizalion for a large variety of programs. The
analytic model has been used to prove the optimality of the complete first policy for block selec-
tion for a class of program graphs knO'WIl as nonregressive graphs. Bolh simulation and analytic
results attest to the fact that in many cases, mentioned in section I. unification could lead to
speedups ofmore than 100%.
We are currently working on the development of a tool based on unification. The algorithm
presented in section ill is the hean of this tool. Such a tool can be used as a front end for a vec-
torizing compiler or other tools being designed for detecting parallelism for veetor-
multiprocessors. To cite an application of such a tool, we mention the fact that version 2 of the
MOTHRA software testing system [1] is being designed with this tool serving as an important
component of a transparent interface between the host machine on which the testing tool is imple-
mented and a powerful vector-multiprocessor serving as the backend machine. The unification
tool is expected to improve the vector-multiprocessor utilization when a test program or its
mutants [20] are executed on it for a large set of test cases.
Another related problem on which we are working currently is the reduction of the overhead
incurred in managing the multiple paths. The speedup shown in Fig. 6(d) does nOt account for
this overhead. Figure 15(a) shows the speedup when the overhead is taken into account As is evi-
dent from this figure, there is a significant erosion of speedup due to calls to the OUlstep pro-
cedure responsible for multiple path managemenL Figure 15(b) displays the effect of speedup
(obtained analytically) for the Complete First policy, using the graph in Fig. 7(b). We take the
overhead to be a specified fraction. ranging from 0.0 to 1.6, of the block execution time. Clearly,
speedup reduction can be drastic if this fraction is significant
Besides recoding oUlslep to improve its timing, we are also experimenting with the idea of
allocating one of several processors to OUlStep. Thus, the execution of the unified program and
oUlslep can be carried out concurrently. However, we have to tackle a problem ifwe follow this
approach. The problem is that we cannot use any of the block selection policies as described in
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the cnd of a block. If oursrcp is to work in concurrence with !he unified program, then it should
be able to make a decision about the next block to be executed before the unified program com-
pletes the execution of a block. To resolve the dilemma that so arises, we have proposed a lagged
block selection policy.
The lagged policy implies that oU/step uses the previous condition vector for deciding on
the next block to be executed. Certainly this is not expected to be the optimum policy. However.
we expect an overall gain in time by the extra concurrency so introduced. TIlis expectation needs
to be verified. a task that is currently receiving our attention.
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